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Some undervaluated dynamic forces and structural situations
The world-wide demographic explosion, except in Western Europe and some other few
countries (Japan, f. ex.)
The ageing of population in the developed countries and resulting growing demographic
disequilibrium
The refusal of menial tasks by most people in developed countries, even by the illeducated in some cases
The worldly unequal distribution of wealth between continents: poverty combined with
demographic explosion
o The triggering of massive new “Völkerwanderungen” world wide as a result of
these four dynamic processes
-

-

The limits to planetary resources: in the long-term possible regional or global ecological
crashes
The growingly massive economic and social exclusion of the less educated people … and
sometimes also of the educated
The demise of traditional values systems (due to the advance of rational knowledge and
the massive cross-cultural contacts).
The resulting reciprocal erosion of traditional cultures (archaic tribal cultures; impinging
of some cultures into the traditional domain of another and resulting clashes)
The resulting danger of collective anomy, nihilism and mass murder or suicide (Items:
Cambodia, Sierra Leone, Ruanda, Kosovo, possibly Colmonbia; mass suicide or murder in
fanatical religious sects: the recent Uganda case)

Dangerous people whose activities should be monitored
The money-makers at any cost: drugs and arms merchants; slave labor purveyors; radical
cost cutters of all kinds
The messianic ideologists (Hitler or Pol Pot-types)
The religious fanatics, who preach saintly war against the “infidels”; the self-styled
“magicians” or soothsayers
The purveyors of mind-shrinking pseudo-information: supposedly inexplicable paranormal phenomena; pseudo-sciences as for ex. astrology; miracle-peddlers and snake-oil
vendors of all denominations, etc …(their influence multiplied by modern media)
The people who believes them become easily prey of quasi-hypnotic illusions, potentially
damaging for themselves and others
The general problem is of course avoiding any witch hunt or crusade against “policially
uncorrect” people.

